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Abstract. Giant cells on lens implants are understood to 
be a sign of chronic irritation. These multinucleated cells 
develop from macrophages by fusion and they disappear 
in successful cases along with the free-moving macrophages, 
when the fixed fibroblast-like cells and the proteinaceous 
capsule have succeeded in creating a continuous and effec- 
tive separation on the surface of a lens implant. Details 
about the stages in the development of giant cells on lens 
implants as well as their significance as typical representa- 
tives of chronic granulomatous inflammation are discussed. 

Introduction 

Routine use of the lens implant cytology technique [5] for 
the examination of all lens implants removed during surgery 
and from eyes obtained at enucleation or autopsy has 
opened the door to a new world of cell life, with a surprising 
amount of novelty and variation - even for expert cytolog- 
ists. The cell formation presented in Fig. 1, for example, 
was shown to several experienced cytologists and patholo- 
gists with wide experience in inflammatory diseases. Their 
reaction was one of disbelief and excited surprise. There 
were guesses, suspicions and speculations, but no one had 
seen a cellular formation like this before, and no one was 
able to give it a name or explain its nature. This means 
that we have reached a frontier of present knowledge and 
that we have to collect and record our observations step 
by step and try to explain them on the basis of presently 
accepted cytologial knowledge. The purpose of the present 
paper is to add important details and some early generaliza- 
tions to the initial descriptions and discussions concerning 
the giant cells on the surface of intraocular lens implants 
[6, 7, 9-11, 13, 14, 16]. 

Histological description 

F r i s t  case  

Approximately 2.5 years after its implantation, an iris-sup- 
ported polymethylmethacrylate lens implant was removed 
by Dr. Roger F. Meyer of this Eye Department during 
a keratoplasty for chronic corneal edema, from the eye of 
a 90-year-old female. The pathological evaluation revealed 
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in the corneal region a fibrous pannus, stromal edema, scar- 
ring, neovascularization, and infiltration with polymorpho- 
nuclear and mononuclear cells. Descemet's membrane was 
thick and somewhat irregular. The endothelium showed dif- 
fuse loss of cells and pigment deposition in its protoplasm. 
The lens implant exhibited a continuous membrane on its 
surface. This was composed of a thin eosinophilic capsule 
with inactive-looking fibroblast-like cells and giant cells of 
different sizes. Hyperplastic vitreous strands were attached 
to some of the haptics which had been located in the back 
of the iris. 

One strange cellular formation found on the front sur- 
face of the optic portion of this implant is of interest for 
the present paper (Fig. 1). This was located within the film- 
like proteinaceous capsule, which also contained bipolar 
and star-shaped fibroblast-like cells as well as various giant 
cells in a rather irregular arrangement. The formation was 
large - about the size of a typical giant cell - oval, and 
flatly attached to the implant. Its substance stained dis- 
tinctly eosinophilic and it contained about 20 cellular nu- 
clei. Some of the nuclei were surrounded by a clear halo, 
while others were less distinct and piled on top of each 
other. The nuclei resembled those of active macrophages. 
The substance of the sharply limited unit resembled cellular 
protoplasm and this was fused in the center. All the nuclei 
were arranged in a ring around the periphery of the large 
protoplasmic formation. Furthermore, this had in one area 
a clearly recognizable fibroblast-like cell on its surface. In 
the region of another such cell on its surface there was 
an additional loose connection to an isolated fibroblast-like 
cell by way of one of its protoplasmic processes. It is impor- 
tant to emphasize that the cells in this protoplasmic unit 
were clearly recognizable, but they did not have distinct 
cell membranes. 

S e c o n d  case  

Another medallion type of intraocular lens made of poly- 
methylmethacrylate was implanted after intracapsular cata- 
ract extraction in 1978. Bullous keratopathy developed in 
1981 and this was treated by Dr. Meyer with a successful 
penetrating keratoplasty. However, trauma on 25 January 
1983 caused wound dehiscence with a prolapse of ocular 
content. During the repair of this rupture, Dr. Meyer re- 
moved the intraocular lens from the eye of the 72-year-old 
female - about 5 years after its implantation. The implant 
was fixed in 10% formalin, and again the !ens implant cyto- 



Fig. l. First case, macrophages with 
light-staining protoplasm in a ring- 
like arrangement around a dark- 
staining central protoplasmic pool in 
an early stage of giant cell formation. 
The protoplasmic unit has relations 
to fibroblast-like cells on the surface 
of the implant (arrow). More 
fibroblast-like cells (1) are seen evenly 
distributed all over the thin 
eosinophilic film on the surface of the 
implant. Artificial wrinkles in the film 
(w) on the upper left. Lens implant 
cytology technique, H and E stain, 
photomicrograph x 150 

logy technique was used to stain the cellular membrane 
on this implant with H and E. The prolapsed tissues were 
processed separately and turned out to be iris with exudate 
and evidence of subacute nongranulomatous inflammation. 

The implant was covered with a film of an acellular 
eosinonophilic substance. This contained polymorphonuc- 
lear leukocytes in addition to the macrophages, fibroblast- 
like cells, and giant cells usually seen on the surface of 
lens implants. The object of interest for the present study 
is a very unusual protoplasmic unit, the size of a large 
giant cell, which was found on this implant (Fig. 2). This 
contained in its protoplasm about 30 macrophage-like cells, 
but these did not have a separating cell membrane. The 
protoplasm of these cells again appeared lightly eosino- 
philic, like a halo around each nucleus within the more 
darkly eosinophilic substance of the unit. The nuclei were 
quite regular and round, and resembled those of free-mov- 
ing macrophages. 

Third case 

A Choyce anterior chamber lens was placed after intracap- 
sular cataract extraction in the right eye of this 69-year-old 
male in September 1981. The eye never had good vision 
and developed retinal detachment in May 1982. This was 
operated upon several times without success. All vision was 
lost and the eye became painful and chronically irritated. 
I enucleated the eye on 4 April 1983 and this was immedi- 
ately fixed in 10% formalin. Gross study of the eye revealed 
subluxation of the anterior chamber implant, total retinal 
detachment, and much intraocular bleeding. Histological 
examination of the eye revealed diffuse nongranulomatous 

unvitis, vitreous hemorrhage, and a final stage of retinal 
detachment with evidence of extensive scleral surgery. 

Cytological study of the implant showed large portions 
of a proteinaceous membrane containing fibroblast-like 
cells and great numbers of giant cells of many different 
types and  sizes. Some of the largest giant cells had central 
accumulations of pale-staining nuclei (Fig. 3) and a sharply 
outlined protoplasmic border. The peripheral protoplasm 
often had a somewhat light and foamy appearance. How- 
ever, there were also some cells with a very dense and dark 
central accumulation of virtually confluent nuclei (Fig. 3). 
On this implant it was common to see free-moving macro- 
phages and fibroblast like cells extending partly or com- 
pletely on to the protoplasm of giant cells (Fig. 3). 

Experiment 

A polymethylmethacrylate lens implant was placed into the 
peritoneal space of a mouse under sterile conditions. When 
the implant was removed after 5 days, a continuous mem- 
brane of macrophages was seen to cover its surface contin- 
uously [15]. Large numbers of giant cells were found on 
the surface of the plastic implant in addition to the macro- 
phages. 

Careful study of the giant cells on the surface of this 
implant allowed for the observation of all stages in the 
development of the large giant ceils: from loose accumula- 
tions of macrophages over several stages of protoplasmic 
fusion to the formation of complete and typical giant cells. 
Figure 4 is one view of the surface of the implant with 
piles of closely associated macrophages (p in Fig. 4). The 
first stage of giant cell formation (1 in Fig. 4) consists in 



Fig. 2. Second case, protoplasmic unit 
containing 33 macrophages with 
preserved halo-like cells bodies 
(arrow) on the surface of the lens 
implant. A ring of fibroblast-like cells 
are found around the insertion of a 
haptic (i). Portions of an irregular 
eosinophilic membrane (m) are seen 
on the plastic surface. Lens implant 
cytology technique, H and E stain, 
photomicrograph x 150 

Fig. 3. Third case, one well-developed 
and sharply limited giant cell (arrow) 
on the lens implant. A second target- 
like giant cell (t) has a very dense 
accumulation of nuclei in the center. 
Fibroblast-like cells are surrounding 
the giant cells and they are also seen 
on top of the large giant cell (f). Lens 
implant cytology technique, H and E 
stain, photomicrograph x 150 



Fig. 4. Macrophages covering surface 
of lens implant after 5 days in 
peritoneal space of a mouse. Some of 
the macrophages have formed pile- 
like accumulations of cells (p). In the 
first stage of giant cell formation a 
pool of common protoplasm develops 
in the center (1). In the second stage 
the macrophages start a ring-like 
arrangement and the pool enlarges 
(2). In the third stage (3) a Langhans 
type of cell has developed. Lens 
implant cytology technique, H and E 
stain, photomicrograph x 150 

Fig. 5. Macrophages on lens implant 
after 5 days in the mouse peritoneal 
space. Giant cell in second stage of 
its formation (arrow) containing 
macrophages with preserved halo-like 
protoplasm. One of these cells is seen 
at the border of the protoplasmic 
unit. Lens implant cytology 
technique, H and E stain, 
photomicrograph x 150 



Fig. 6. Macrophages and giant cells 
on lens implant after 5 days in 
peritoneal space of a mouse. Giant 
cells in the third stage have the 
appearance of Langhans cells (3). 
One additional macrophage with 
halo-like protoplasm is clearly seen in 
one of the giant cells. Lens implant 
cytology technique, H and E stain, 
photomicrograph x 150 

protoplasmatic fusion in the center of these piles, resulting 
in a homogeneous protoplasmatic center (1 in Fig. 4). In 
the next stage the central protoplasm enlarges and the nuclei 
around assume a somewhat irregular order (2 in Fig. 4). 
With further progress in the development of the giant cells 
the nuclei form a more perfect single or double ring around 
the increasing central pool of protoplasm (3 in Fig. 4). It 
is most important to emphasize that no mitoses are seen 
anywhere in the piles of macrophages. Furthermore, it is 
remarkable to see some macrophages with a lighter halo- 
like protoplasm within the piles of cells (arrows in Fig. 4). 
In some instances these macrophages were seen at the mar- 
gin of the giant cell unit - either leaving or entering this 
(arrow in Fig. 5). The fully developed giant cells had an 
extensive pool of protoplasm in the center and the nuclei 
were arranged in a single or double ring around the midpe- 
riphery of the protoplasm (3 in Fig. 6). It is important to 
emphazise that one stage in the formation of the giant cells 
on the implant in the abdomen of the mouse was a rather 
dark-staining protoplasmic unit containing macrophages 
with a halo-like light-staining protoplasm (see arrow in 
Fig. 5). 

Discussion 

Most textbooks state that giant cells can develop either 
by fusion of the protoplasm of active macrophages or by 
repeated divisions of cellular nuclei of macrophages without 
cell division. The present study shows that giant cells on 
intraocular lens implants develop by fusion of macro- 
phages. Under these conditions, I have not as yet seen any 

mitoses or other signs of cell division in macrophages or 
giant cells - even on implants with numerous cells under 
the most active circumstances in clinical or experimental 
situations. The question as to whether or not giant cells 
on lens implants can ever develop by nuclear division has 
to remain open. 

The protoplasmic units containing macrophages seen 
on the surface of the lens implants in the first two cases 
are believed to be newly discovered interim stages between 
an accumulation of macrophages and the formation of true 
giant cells on the surface of lens implants. The macrophages 
have joined to a unit and created a pool of common proto- 
plasm. However, the protoplasm of the single cells forming 
this pool is still clearly visible due to the lighter staining. 
In the first case the macrophages have an orderly arrange- 
ment around the border of the unit. In the second case 
the cells are of irregular arrangement in the pool of common 
protoplasm. It is very probable that the unit in the first 
case is slightly more advanced in its development to a giant 
cell than that of the second case. The view that macro- 
phages can join, form a common pool of protoplasm and 
thus produce giant cells, is supported by the observations 
of more stages of the same process in the experimental 
situation with peritoneal mouse macrophages. It is remark- 
able to observe that macrophages can clearly enter or leave 
the protoplasmatic units at this early stage of giant cell 
formation from or into the surrounding surface area of 
the implants. Evidence for this fact has accumulated in 
many instances with human and mouse macrophages on 
implants. The example of the third case is used to show 
a typical giant cell on a lens implant in a human eye. Fur- 
thermore, the strange related giant cells with a target-like 



central arrangement of one large or several small nuclei 
is of interest because of its unusual appearance. Their na- 
ture and purpose are unknown. It is also important to point 
out that macrophages often extend onto the surface of giant 
cells on lens implants - in spite of the fact that the macro- 
phages otherwise have a tendency to form a monolayer. 

Giant cells in general are differentiated by the arrange- 
ment of their nuclei in relation to the protoplasm. They 
are known as the Langhans type when their nuclei are all 
arranged around their periphery. Foreign-body giant cells, 
in contrast, have their nuclei rather evenly distributed 
throughout their protoplasm. Finally, Touton giant cells 
have a central or paracentral accumulation of nuclei and 
contain peripheral protoplasmatic vacuoles usually filled 
with lipids. Giant cells on or next to lens implants may 
resemble all three of these types. In addition there are the 
giant cells with a very dense clump of nuclei in the center 
of their protoplasm seen on lens implants or with one giant 
central nucleus, described in a recent paper [10]. 

In contrast to the common feeling that giant cells are 
an expression of very chronic inflammatory processes, War- 
ren [4] has recently shown convincingly that "giant cells 
are exceedingly short-lived and will disappear rapidly if a 
supply of new macrophages is cut off." This can be ob- 
served after whole body radiation for example. Warren [4] 
has also shown that giant cells have "poor  phagocytic abili- 
ties." The study of giant cells on lens implants has certainly 
supported these two observations. The giant cells disappear 
from lens implants when the ocular situation stabilizes, and 
when the macrophages on the surface of an implant become 
inactive. The giant cells do not take part in the very impres- 
sive phagocytic activities of the sessile macrophages (fibro- 
blast-like cells). However, the giant cells often do contain 
pigment granules [8] or large vacuoles with an empty ap- 
pearance. It has become difficult to believe in the signifi- 
cance of the different types of giant cells. Warren feels that 
the foreign-body type of giant cell is a precursor of the 
Langhans type. I certainly have seen both types mixed on 
the same lens implant. Most numerous on lens implants 
are giant cells that resemble Touton cells and have a ring 
of nuclei in the midperiphery, vacuoles in the peripheral 
protoplasm, and additional small vacuoles in the center. 
The fact that both Spector [3] and Epstein [1] have postu- 
lated that giant cells function as a mechanism to delete 
unwanted and unnecessary cells from granulomatous in- 
flammations may indicate that giant cells are much less 
important in this process than we tend to think. 

In the modern diagnosis of granulomatous inflamma- 
tions, the classification of the giant cells has become less 
important. More attention is paid to the arrangement of 
all the cells involved in the granulomatous reaction as well 
as to the demonstration of its cause. In the region of the 
eye giant cells are common in diseases caused by autoim- 
mune hypersensitivity or fungus infection, for example. 
Sympathetic and phacoanaphylactic endophthalmitis, as 
well as ocular involvement in rheumatoid arthritis or hyper- 
sensitivity reaction against degenerating Descemet's mem- 
brane, are good examples [2, 17]. However, the same giant 
cells in principle may be seen in a chalazion, surrounding 
foreign substance in the inner eye or even on a retained 
and hardened lens nucleus [12]. 

The present experimental studies with a lens implant 
in the peritoneal space of the mouse show many stages 
of giant cells being formed by macrophages accumulating 

in a pile and by undergoing protoplasmic fusion in the 
center. It is not only possible to clearly recognize some 
of the macrophages as cell units within the pooled proto- 
plasm, but the impression is that additional macrophages 
can enter the giant cells. They either give up their protoplas- 
mic entity and persist only as a nucleus - or remain a cell 
within the pool of protoplasm that may again leave the 
protoplasmic unit of the giant cells. The cells that undergo 
protoplasmic fusion to form the giant cell start out in dis- 
order - and this stage resembles what is known as a foreign- 
body giant cell. With time the macrophages in the unit 
take the orderly ring-like or U-shaped arrangement typical 
of Langhans giant cells. The presence of giant cells on lens 
implants with abundant newly arrived and free-moving 
macrophages is considered in principle to be an indication 
of unrest and irritation. Giant cells commonly occur next 
to the insertion of haptics, especially when these are made 
of Supramid or Prolene. Giant cells are usually massive 
on luxated or otherwise grossly disturbed implants. Well- 
tolerated implants in contrast are covered with an even 
proteinaceous film containing inactive fibroblast-like cells, 
but these typically exhibit no, or only very few, giant cells. 

All giant cells are closely related to macrophages, of 
course, and they are an active part of the systemic phago- 
cyte system. They are also relatives of the Kupffer cells 
of the liver, the alveolar macrophages of the lung, and the 
fixed and free macrophages of spleen, lymphnodes, and 
bone marrow. This type of cell is not a normal inhabitant 
of the eye. Implantation of intraocular lenses is a situation 
where macrophages and other cells derived from macro- 
phages take permanent residence in the eye - and as yet 
we do not understand all of the consequences. Macrophages 
are in general very powerful cells. They can create lysing 
enzymes against bacteria and have been shown to attach 
to neoplastic cells and kill them in vitro. It is disturbing 
to realize that the common combination of giant cells and 
activated macrophages on the surface of lens implants, with 
some lymphocytic infiltration in the adjacent structures of 
iris and ciliary body, allows for the pathological calssifica- 
tion of the whole situation as at least a nonimmunologic 
kind of smoldering granulomatous endophthalmitis. 
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